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how to use template matching for high-resolution

Hi, I read through the tutorial of cisTEM. I am very interested in the template matching to get high resolution which was preprinted in bioRxiv last month. But I can't find the tutorial about template matching, how can I learn to use template matching function in cisTEM?
niko
I am sorry but this function

I am sorry but this function is not covered by the tutorial.
wenhong
thanks for the reply, how can

thanks for the reply, how can I use the template matching by cisTEM?
wenhong
Hi, may I know how to use template matching methods using cisTEM?

Thanks!
Development versions

We have now added some information regarding development versions of *cisTEM* here, including information on how to use template matching. Hopefully this will help with some of your questions.
CyntiaT
Hello everyone,

I'm also interested in using the high-resolution template matching implemented in CisTEM. However, I can't find where to use it. Under picking, I can't select anything else but ab initio. Is the template matching option in a specific panel?

Thank you very much!
Mon, 08/16/2021 - 17:53  (Reply to #6)
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Template matching is only available in the Development version.